We examine the role of information-based measures in detecting and analysing phase transitions. We contend that phase transitions have a general character, visible in transitions in systems as diverse as classical flocking models, human expertise, and social networks. Information-based measures such as mutual information and transfer entropy are particularly suited to detecting the change in scale and range of coupling in systems that heralds a phase transition in progress, but their use is not necessarily straightforward, possessing difficulties in accurate estimation due to limited sample sizes and the coplexities of analysing non-stationary time series. These difficulties are surmountable with careful experimental choices. Their effectiveness in revealing unexpected connections between diverse systems makes them a promising tool for future research.
Introduction
Diamonds are not a good very long term investment! They are steadily turning into graphite. It will take millions of years, but the most stable form of carbon at room temperature and pressure is graphite. Thus diamonds will undergo a phase transition to graphite, albeit over a very long timescale.
When we normally think of phase transitions we think of the states of matter, ice melting to water or water turning to steam. They are order/disorder transitions.
In graphite the carbon atoms are linked together in layers. The layers can slide over one another giving graphite its excellent lubricant properties. In diamond the carbon atoms are linked together in a three dimensional structure with each carbon at the centre of a tetrahedron linked to carbons at all four corners. Thus carbon has to go through a major structural reorganization to change from diamond to graphite.
We can easily see the outcomes of a phase transition of diamond to graphite or a solid turning into a liquid. But can we construct measures which go through a minimum or maximum at the transition? This turns out to be a surprisingly difficult question to answer. It gets even more difficult if we look for measures which can apply to systems in general, not just to the physical systems above. Organizations, societies, economies, stock markets all go through radical reorganization, but should these changes be called phase transitions? This paper explores a metric based on information theory [63] which is empirically a quite general indicator of a phase transition in progress. It then considers a much newer metric which, on examples to date, might be a predictor of impending transitions: if stock markets crashed are examples of such transitions, early warning would be highly desirable.
Section 2 discusses the characteristics of phase transitions and the peak in mutual information that usually accompanies them. It also introduces the idea of transfer entropy, a recent extension to mutual information, which in some cases is known to peak before a transition to synchronous behaviour. With this background, the first example, in section 3, considers a computational example derived from physics. The computation of mutual information from discrete data is tricky, involving difficult decisions on bin sizes and other statistical issues, which are also considered in this section. The next two sections discuss phase transitions in two areas in the social/humanities domain. Section 4 discusses how peaks in mutual information occur around stock market crashes. Section 5 discusses the reorganization of strategy in the human brain during the acquisition of expertise. Section 6 discusses how transfer entropy is calculated in practice using the example of inferring social networks from time series data. Finally we conclude in section 7 with some opportunities for further work in the application of these techniques in stock markets and brain science.
Overview of Phase Transitions and Metrics
The simple physical notion of a phase transition, such as ice melting to water, is surprisingly hard to transfer to non-physical systems, such as society and organisations. This section will try to first look at the physical intuition behind the transition and then move on to look at some of the possible metrics.
The essential feature of a phase transition is a structural reordering of some kind, usually an order-disorder change. To get this involves some sort of long range order -everything gets connected so that things can be reconnected in a different way. In physical systems, we can define an order paramter. Transitions occur around particular values of the order parameter. We can make this idea more intuitive by looking at random graphs, section 2.1.
We might hope mutual information to be an indicator of this kind of phase transition, peaking at the formation of non-trivial long-range order, but vanishing on either side of the phase transition, as the system moves towards total order or totally disorder.
A peak in mutual information, is a widespread measure of a phase transition [34, 77] , though there are other metrics. Recently, for example, Fisher Information, has been used in this context by Propopenko et al [54] . The attraction of mutual information for this paper is its intuitive link to large scale order near the transition and its close relationship to transfer entropy.
Random Graphs and Phase Transitions
Random graphs were introduced by Erdős and Rényi [23] . The idea of a random graph is to start with a set of N , nodes and add edges at random. At first the edges create small graph fragments. The total number of possible edges (without duplicates) is N 2 but for quite a small number of edges, of order N , large components form. Now as adding an edge may join two components together, the total connectivity rises very rapidly until every node in the graph becomes connected by some path to every other node. This rapid rise is referred to as the connectivity avalanche and is effectively a phase transition.
The average path length between nodes, the number of edges between any two nodes in the graph in the connected components increases dramatically during the phase transiton. More and more nodes become connected, but there is often only a single long path between them. As more nodes are added after the connectivity avalanche, they effectively provide short cuts and the average path length goes down again. This increase in path length is the analogue of the long range order seen during a phase transition.
As Green [32] showed, random graphs underlie many complex systems; thus a rigorous mapping to a random graph, demonstrating an isomorphism, guarantees that the system will have a phase transition. Although Green has done this for some example systems, the underlying principle is generally useful even where an exact isomorphism has not been demonstrated.
Mutual information
Mutual information was defined by Shannon [63] in the course of defining the maximum information which could be transmitted across a channel. It is a functional, mapping from probability distributions of random variables to scalars. In Shannon's formulation, for a random variable X defined on a discrete alphabet with probability mass function p(x), the information, q i obtained from an event x i is given by Eq. 1. 
If we average the information according to the probablity of each event occurring, we end up with the Shannon entropy, Eq. 2.
With some caveats, this has the familiar interpretation as the average length of the shortest description of an observation from that variable, or how 'uncertain' a particular random variable is [14] . Mutual information between two random variables, X and Y with joint probability mass function p(x, y) is given
Mutual information is thus a functional of the joint distribution of X and Y . It is symmetric in X and Y , and can be given a natural interpretation as the reduction in uncertainty in one variable from knowing the other, or the amount of information about X contained in Y .
Derivations and implications of these properties are given elsewhere [14] . a As such, it forms a measure of interdependence of two variables. Unlike correlation, however, it is sensitive to nonlinear interactions, works on general nonparametric inference, and naturally performs well on discrete data. These qualities have led to an interest in the use of mutual information-based measures to automatically detect diverse classes of associations in data sets with few assumptions as to the functional form of the relationship [55, 67] .
Transfer Entropy and Granger Causality
Mutual information (and its conditional variant), applied to stochastic processes, measure contemporaneous statistical dependencies between stochastic dynamical processes evolving in time; that is, given joint processes X t , Y t , the mutual information I(X t : Y t ) at a given time t might be read as:
The amount of information about the present of X resolved by the present of Y .
a These informational properties can be extended, with some qualifications, to continuous random variables as well -see, for example, [31] -but as random variable considered herein are either discrete or discretised before analysis, these extensions will not be discussed here. Generalisations of mutual information to more than two variables also exist. However, it would seem desirable to have an information-theoretic measure capable of capturing time-directed statistical dependencies between processes -information flow, if you will. To this end, the most obvious extension to contemporaneous mutual information is time-delayed (lagged) mutual information between processes. Thus one might consider, say, I(X t : Y t−1 , Y t−2 , . . .) as a candidate measure for directed information flow from the past b of Y to the present of X. This quantity might be read as:
The amount of information about the present of X resolved by the past of Y .
There is, however, a fundamental shortcoming to lagged mutual information as a measure of directed information flow: it fails to take into account shared history between processes. In his seminal paper [59] , Schreiber recognised that this could lead to spurious imputation of directed information flow and introduced a new measure [59, 39] which explicitly takes account of a "shared past" between processes. Formally, the transfer entropy from process Y t to process X t may be defined as:
Thus in contrast to lagged mutual information, the past of the process X is conditioned out. Eq. (5) might be read as:
The amount of information about the present of X resolved by the past of Y given the past of X.
An elegant, minimal example illustrating the necessity of conditioning out the past of the target process may be found in [39] . Note that the processes X t , Y t in (5) may be fully multivariate. Furthermore, given a third (possibly multivariate) jointly stochastic process Z t , say, any common influence of Z t on X t and Y t may be taken into account by conditioning, in addition, on the past of Z:
This quantity is known as conditional transfer entropy, and is in particular used to define pairwise-conditional information flows
between component variables X i → X j of the system, conditioned on the remaining variables X [ij] , where the notation denotes omission of the variables X i , X j . The set of pairwise-conditional information flows may be viewed as a weighted, directed graph, the i, jth entry quantifying information flow between individual elements X i , X j of the system.
b Here, and below, we leave ambiguous the number of lags to be included in expressions of this type; in principle one might include the entire past of a process, while for empirical estimation (or on domain-specific grounds) lags may be truncated at some finite number.
A closely related parametric measure, originally introduced in econometric theory (and, more recently, applied extensively to neural time series data [19] ) is Wiener-Granger causality [30, 75, 27] . Here, rather than "information flow", the measure is designed to reflect "causal" influence of one process on another, premised on a notion of causality whereby a causal effect temporally precedes and helps predict its influence. The measure is based on linear vector autoregressive (VAR) modelling: suppose that the (again, possibly multivariate) "predictee" process X t is modelled as a vector linear regression on its own past, as well as on the past of the "predictor" process Y t :
We may consider that, given regression coefficients A k , B k , (8) furnishes a prediction for the present of the variable X, based on its own past and that of the variable Y . A suitable measure for the magnitude of the prediction error is given by the generalised variance [8] , defined as the determinant | cov(ε t ) | of the covariance matrix of the residuals ε t . Given a realisation of the processes, it may be shown that the generalised variance is precisely the likelihood of the model (8); regression coefficients A k , B k may thus be calculated within a maximum likelihood framework so as to minimise the generalised variance c . We may now compare the regression (8) with a prediction model for X based only on its own past:
We then say that Y Granger-causes X iff the full model (8) furnishes a significantly better prediction than the reduced model (9) . By "significantly better", we mean that the null hypothesis of zero causality:
should be rejected at a given significance level. Now the linear regression model (9) is nested in (i.e. is a special case of) the model (8) , and standard theory [35] tells us that the appropriate statistical test for the null hypothesis H 0 of (10) is a likelihoodratio test. The Granger causality statistic is then formally the log-likelihood ratio
This quantity may be read as (cf. transfer entropy):
The degree to which the past of Y helps predict the present of X over and above the degree to which X is already predicted by its own past.
c It is a standard result in time series analysis that maximum likelihood estimation of the regression parameters in (8) is equivalent to minimisation of the "total variance" trace(cov(εt)), e.g. by a standard ordinary least squares (OLS) [35] . Other equivalent approaches are by solution of the Yule-Walker equations for the regression, e.g. via the LWR algorithm or one of its variants [48] . By another classical result [76] the asymptotic distribution of F Y →X under the null hypothesis is χ 2 with number of degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters between the full and reduced models; this enables significance testing of Granger causality d . Parallel to the transfer entropy case, a third jointly distributed process Z t may be conditioned out by appending its past to both the full and reduced regressions, yielding the conditional Granger causality [28] F Y →X |Z . As in (7), pairwise conditional causalities
may be calculated e . A powerful feature of Granger causality is that it admits a spectral decomposition; that is, Granger-causal influence may be measured at specific frequencies, or in specific frequency bands:
where f Y →X (ω) is the Granger causality at frequency ω. We refer the reader to [27, 28, 7] for definitions and details. For both transfer entropy and Granger causality, the issue of stationarity arises. Although formally both quantities are well-defined for nonstationary processesthe result then depends on the time t-empirically, estimation will generally require stationarity. The exception is where multiple synchronised realisations of the processes are available, but this is rarely the case in practice. Otherwise, nonstationarity must be dealt with by windowing time series data; that is, dividing it into approximately stationary segments. Then a trade-off must be made between shorter window length, where estimation suffers through lack of data, and longer window length, where stationarity may be only approximate; in either case there is a risk of spurious inference. Pre-processing (e.g. detrending, differencing, filtering,. . . ) may help improve stationarity.
Both measures, it may be noted, are invariant under a rather broad class of transformations. Barnett et al [27, 7] showed that Granger causality is invariant under arbitrary stable, invertible digital filtering. Transfer entropy is invariant under a still wider class of nonlinear invertible transformations involving lags of the respective time series. In practice, though, even theoretically invariant transformations may impact causal inference [7] .
Regarding the relationship between transfer entropy and Granger causality, it is proven in [4] that in the case where all processes have a jointly multivariate Gausd In the case of a univariate predictee variable X, the Granger statistic is sometimes defined as the R 2 -like statistic exp (F Y →X ) − 1, which has an asymptotic F -rather than a χ 2 null distribution [35] . e In fact this is probably the most commonly encountered variant of Granger causality, at least in the neuroscience literature; confusingly, it is frequently this quantity that is referred to as "multivariate" (conditional) Granger causality, as opposed to the case F Y →X |Z where the individual variables X, Y, Z are themselves multivariate. sian distribution, the measures are entirely equivalent (and that, furthermore, a stationary Gaussian autoregressive process must be linear [8] ). Where the measures differ markedly is in the type of data to which they are naturally applicable, and the ease with which empirical estimation may be effected. Granger causality, based as it is on linear regression, is in general not suited to causal inference of discretevalued data. On the other hand, for continuous-valued data, estimation of Granger causality is generally straightforward, as the comprehensive and well-understood machinery of linear regression analysis applies. There are, furthermore, mature and reliable software packages available for Granger casual estimation [60, 15] . Further advantages of Granger causality are that (i) insofar as it is model-based with a known likelihood function, standard techniques of model order estimation (such as the Akaike or Bayesian Information Criteria [44] ) may be deployed, and (ii) asymptotic distributions for the sample statistic are known. For transfer entropy it is not clear how much history should be included in estimates, nor how the statistic may be easily significance tested, beyond standard non-parametric (but computationally intensive) methods such as permutation testing [22, 2] . It is also known [39] that, for continuous variables, in-sample estimation of transfer entropy is problematic insofar as (in contrast to mutual information) the sample statistic in general fails to converge under naïve refining of state-space partitioning. Thus more sophisticated but less well-understood (and computationally expensive) techniques such as adaptive partitioning or kernel estimation must be used. Nonetheless, transfer entropy is attractive due to its non-parametric "model agnostic" nature, particularly when interactions are likely to be highly nonlinear and hence unsuited to linear modelling. Table 1 shows a summary comparison of the measures. A promising application of transfer entropy is in the construction of informationtheoretic complexity measures. In [70] the authors introduce a "neural complexity" metric C N (X) designed to capture a notion of network complexity based on integration/segregation balance [6] . The idea is that a multi-element dynamical system exhibiting "complex" behaviour will tend to lie somewhere between extremes of highly integrated, where every element tends to affect every other, and highly segregated, where elements behave almost independently. In the former case, a system will generally behave chaotically, while in the latter it will tend to decompose into simple independent processes (cf. "edge-of-chaos" phenomena [42] ). The original Tononi-Sporns-Edelman measure C N (X) averages mutual information across bipartitions of the system (Fig. 1, left-hand figure) ; it is, however, extremely unwieldy to calculate in practice and, moreover, fails to capture information flow as expounded above.
Seth [62, 61] has developed an alternative Granger causality-based measure, causal density, which is both more computationally manageable and captures complexity as mediated by time-directed influences; it admits a transfer entropy-based analogue:
where n is the number of variables; i.e. causal density is the average of the pairwiseconditional information flows (7) (Fig. 1, right-hand figure) . Again, cd(X) captures integration/segregation balance: for a highly integrated system the measure assumes a low value, since for each pair of variables X i , X j much of the information flow X i → X j is already resolved by the remaining variables X [ij] , and conditioned out. For a highly segregated system the measure also assumes a low value, since the lack of coupling between variables results in comparatively few significant pairwise information flows. This section reviews the practicalities of calculating mutual information for a particular data set through a concrete example. Despite the apparent simplicity of mutual information measures, there are many complexities to estimating it, and no one simple way which works in general for every data set. In the fields of bioinformatics and neuroinformatics in particular, much research has been done on the estimating of entropies from samples. Dozens of estimators and many code-bases [18, 38, 67, 37] are available for the task.
For observations generated by a simple parametric model, the mutual information functional may be calculated analytically from the inferred distribution. However, in the case that we wish to use a non-parametric model for our distributions, the procedure is rather more complicated.
Vicsek model background
To eliminate the complexities of real-world data, we use a synthetic data set, the well-studied model of self-propelled particles (SPP) of Vicsek [72] . The SPP model is one of many accepted to undergo a phase transition with varying noise as control parameter.
The SPP algorithm is a special case of Reynold's "Boids" flocking algorithm, [56] , remarkable for the small set of rules required to produce its rich behaviour. It has the virtues of trivial implementation, topologically simple confguration space, as there are no repulsive forces, and a small number of control parameters. Moreover, there is no known closed-form analytic relationship beween system order and control parameters, much as with many experimental data sets.
Further, it possesses several properties which produce illustrative difficulties for mutual information, being, by construction, a long-memory process. That is, a given particle must be observed at widely separated intervals in order for the measurements to be independently distributed from each other. For different values of the noise control parameter, the system exhibits qualitatively different behaviour: for low noise parameters, the system exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking, with particles tending to align in one specific direction. At high values of the noise parameter the particles approximate a random walk (and for maximal noise is precisly equal to a random walk). In between the system exhibitions transient regularity, and "clumpy" clustering. Details of the model and analysis of its phases behaviour are extensively studied elsewhere [1, 33, 16, 13, 1, 74] .
The SPP process is given as:
The only rule of the model is: at each time step a given particle driven with a constant absolute velocity assumes the average direction of motion of the particles in its neighborhood of radius r with some random perturbation added [72] . Vicsek's original specification is for an ensemble of particles moving in two spatial dimensions on the unit square with periodic (i.e. toroidal) boundary conditions. The model admits straightforward generalisation to other spatial dimensions, and alternate interaction topologies, but it is this original configuration that is used here. The system is parametrised by the temperature-analog noise parameter η, a fixed particle absolute speed v 0 , a number N of particles, and a system side-length L. An order parameter, the magnitude of mean velocity (or "mean transport"), reflects the phase transition (Figure 2 ). The side-length is set to 1 and particle interaction radius R to 1/L. Initial conditions assign to all particles positions uniformly at random on the unit square and velocities with a uniformly distributed angle. The simulation is run until the transient behaviours have died out, at which time the system reflects a degree of order dependent upon the noise -see Figure 3 . The number of time steps on the order of the ergodic limit must be discarded to avoid transient behaviour. Estimating this limit is discussed in subsection 3.4. The Vicsek model was used for modelling magnetic susceptibility which has well-established phase transition as a function of temperature (noise in the model). Wicks et al [74] then demonstrated under some simplifying assumptions that there was also a peak in mutual information around the same noise values as for the magnetic transition. This model, therefore, serves as a good illustration of the subtleties of calculating mutual information. It also serves as a passable heuristic for the economic phase transitions of section 4. 
The stochastic model
Imagine, for a moment, that realisations of the model are given to us as experimental data only, and that this experimental system system suggests a phase transtion that we hope to detect by looking for a peak in the mutual information between the distribution of some set of observable properties of the system (section 2).
A cursory inspection reveals that the system is not obviously comprised of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) draws of a single random variable but, rather, a strongly serially-correlated, path-dependent stochastic process -that is, a time-indexed series of random variables.
Consider a Vicsek SPP system with N particles, indexed by i. We might consider the entire system as a single stochastic process, with the state at each time step {U 1 , U 2 . . .} comprising the combined state of all constitutent particles. (Hereafter we index stochastic process by a timestep t and write U t to denote the whole
Mutual information is properly defined between the joint distributions of two random variables, while a stochastic process in general properly consists of as many distinct random variables-and hence random distributions-as there are time steps. In general, we try to work with less intractably general processes by introducing additional assumptions, such as approximating the process with some e.g. autoregressive function of a single stationary random variable which generates the process, or with processes that possess, to some approximation, the Markovian property. However, with this system no such off-the-shelf reduction presents itself.
We can decompose the U t process into N stochastic processes P i t associated with each particle i, such that each the state vector for each particle and each time is a realisation of some stochastic process p In the case that the distributions are believed to be slowly varying, we may assume them to be stationary over short rolling windows of observations, to approximate i.i.d draws from those distributions (this method is also applied to the distribution of log-returns from equities in section 4). In the absence of an approximately stationary i.i.d. variable, however, windowing does not help ease the problem of the paucity of information with which to estimate the distributions for each timestep of each process, since the number of distributions to estimate has been multiplied vastly even as their dimensionality has been reduced.
We could choose disjoint subsets of components of the distributions of the U t , and measure mutual information between these, inferring, for example, a process, X t realising particle x-positions and a process Θ t realising particle velocity angles θ, and measure the mutual information between these pocesses at each time step. This was the approach adopted by Wicks [74] , while Gu et al [34] use pairs of P i t . A final expedient assumption might be to approximate each stochastic process, X t , say, by multiple realisations of a single i.i.d. random variable, X. This is a strong assumption, however, and is not borne out by our data, which is trivially characterised by long-memory processes and serial correlation. In fact the assumption is not in general necessary. We could, for example, treat the system by whitening or filtering the time series, decomposing the system into an admixture of a deterministic component and a residual stationary random component, and then estimating mutual information of the residual noise [46, 26] . However, as the coupling in time and space of the underlying processes is precisely what is of interest to us in inves- 
Selecting an estimator
Mutual information between continuous variables (sometimes termed differential mutual information) is well-defined, and there exist various estimators for it, including Gaussian-kernel inference, [47] , spline estimators [18] , and k-nearest neighbour estimators [40] . Most commonly and simply, the observations are quantized into discrete finite alphabets after the classical Shannon formulation, and the mutual information between these finite-alphabet histograms is calculated. Since differential mutual information is precisely the limit of mutual information between discretized versions, this may not be too crass an approximation.
The choice of number of bins, bin boundaries and which estimator to use are all the subject of intensive research. Techniques such as adaptive partitioning [12, 17] exist to optimise the bin selection. Bias-corrected estimators from histograms are also numerous, including shrinkage [37] , Panzeri-Treves [51] , the NemenmenShafee-Bialek [49, 79] estimator, quadratic extrapolation [69] .
For this experiment, where large data sets are to be handled, the most computationally rapid choices are paramount. To this end, Wicks et al [74] selected equal-width bins, using an intuitive length scale of 2R as the width of the bin (with number of bins equal to the L/2R). Cellucci et al [12] show that equal bins can give very poor results, particularly when the datasets are small. They propose an adaptive binning algorithm in which the bins for X and Y are sized so that each contains the same expected number of values. The computational overhead of this procedure is at worst n log n, corresponding to sorting each of the X and Y values.
Discretising the signal into bins, we calculate MI using an uncorrected plugin estimator between (presumed scalar) variables X and Y , based on occupancy values of the joint histogram. The term "plugin estimator" is used in the standard statistical sense: we simply substitute our estimated values for the distribution into the formula for mutual information, rather than construct an estimator by other means such as maximum likelihood.
Explicitly, for the histogram matrix Q of bin occupancy counts, we estimate the joint probability mass function p by normalisinĝ
Then marginal probabilities can be estimated
from which the mutual information follows from Eq. 4. For N E adaptive bins along each axis the MI estimate simplifies tô
where N E is the number of bins. This estimator is subject to finite sample bias [71] , but for the purely comparative purposes of our experiment is empirically sufficient, and computationally very cheap.
Window length and ergodicity
To alleviate finite sample bias, we naturally wish to calculate our metrics from as many observations as possible, though it pays to reflect upon the trade-off: the natural way to ellicit more observations is to calculate the statistic over a longer time window, but this only works in general if time-steps are i.i.d.. We suspect our system features a degree of non-trivial order across space and between time steps during phase transitions -that the instantaneous distributions of the process at each time step reflect a degree of coupling between variables. If we extend the window, we implictly add the assumptions (i) that the obervations of the particles are at least momentarily stationary-that while realisations might not be i.i.d., nonetheless their distribution is invariant with respect to translations in time-and (ii) that the system is ergodic; i.e. that the expectation of our statistic estimate calculated on a sufficiently long time sample will converge in probability to the ensemble statistic. The problem in that case is that the local, transient ordersprecisely the the subject of interest-may not persist in the ergodic limit.
The plugin estimator for MI is in fact known to converge to the true value for stationary systems in the ergodic limit [73] . But if the SPP in particular is ergodic, as seems reasonable for any strictly positive value of the noise paramater f then, by the translational and rotational symmetries of the simulation, the distribution must asymptotically approach a uniform spatial distribution and isotropic orientation. That is, the marginal and joint distributions must all be uniform and equal. This would suggest the mutual information in this limit is zero.
In between the extremes of a single time-step and the ergodic limit, it might seem attractive to introduce the approximation that we are drawing i.i.d samples from an instantaneously stationary distribution assumption of short time scale independence. This is problematic; at each time step the particles velocities are strongly correlated with the previous time-step, so directly inserting these samples into the f This qualification is necessary since, in the zero noise regime, particles eventually clump into a single mass with a single velocity, but with an orientation chosen randomly each simulation run. The particles thus fail to sample all possible state space configurations even in the infinite time limit, although other parts of phase space may be reached from running the simulation again with a different random seed. This phenomenon, referred to a broken ergodicity is a whole research area in its own right [50] . It will not be treated here since we are not concerned with estimating statistics of the system close to zero noise, far from where its phase transition occurs. plugin estimator as if they were i.i.d. will not estimate the mutual information between the the component distributions of the particle state vectors. Rather, in these intermediate window sizes we are confounding the synchronic mutual information between the instantaneous distributions of particles state vectors at any moment, and the diachronic mutual information between present and future time steps. Vu et al [73] discuss the effects of using the plugin mutual information estimator with time-windowed samples on non-i.i.d. processes. Although finite windows give convincing peaks in mutual information at intermediate noise levels, they can be very sensitive to window size, as shown in figure 4 . We can estimate a window length sufficiently long that it may be considered to capture an ergodic sample of the system using a heuristic argument: in the case of maximal noise, velocity at every time step is independent from the previous step and the particle's neighbours. That is to say: the particle moves according to a standard random walk with uniform step length on the infinite plane. In this regime, the standard deviation σ of walk lengths after t time steps each of magnitude v 0 , is normally distributed, with mean given by
In the Vicsek system, the toroidal boundary conditions constrain the distances that the particles can travel. We may suppose that, when the expected walk length approximates the largest distance in the system (i.e. when σ = √ 2, the diagonal distance), that the position of a particle after this number of time steps is effectively uncorrelated with the earlier particle position. Thus we estimate that a lower bound on the ergodic sample length for the system T ergodic in a completely disordered state is
For example, with the v 0 value used in one of our simulations, 0.014, the bound is T ergodic ≈ 10 5 . It is not trivial to calculate any such bound for intermediate noise values, but we have no reason to suppose that transient order does not persist for long periods, possibly even longer than our ergodic limit estimate.
g Accordingly we choose a larger number than this lower bound; for computational convenience we take 2 16 = 65536.
Phase Transitions in Socio-Economic Systems
The stock market is one complex system we would all like to understand and predict. Unfortunately it goes through bubbles and crashes, anticipated sometimes, but rarely precisely predicted. These phenomena seem like phase transitions: the market undergoes a radical reorganisation. Harré and Bossomaier [36] showed that they are indeed phase transitions, exhibiting a peak in mutual information. They calculated mutual information between pairs of equities in five different industry and commercial sectors. Figure 5 shows the results for a period of over a decade. For each equity the daily deltas were computed, the summary of the day's trading which indicates if the stock fell or rose overall. The distributions of these were then used to calculate the mutual information between stocks [36] .
The vertical red band in late 2002 shows a peak in maximum mutual information for almost all equities. This corresponds to a significant correction in the Dow Jones index, but unlike other notable crashes does not have a name. (Like a famous tarn in the Lake District, we call it the "inominate crash".) In the bottom right hand corner there is another red patch. The lowest numbered equities are the financial stocks. This fledgling tradition in late 2005 is undoubtedly linked to the subprime meltdown.
These are empirical results and as such there is no explicit order parameter. However, the Vicsek self-propelled particle model of section 3 provides an econophysical analogy of a stock market with two equities. If we consider each particle to be a trader and the axial position to be the perceived instantaneous investment value of a stock, then any trader has a view at any given time of the value of each stock. Her velocity is indicative of the rate of change of perception of value of each stock, and thus the trade likelihood. Since in most cases stock perceptions are cyclical, periodic boundary conditions are not too implausible.
Just as a change in order parameter can elicit behaviour change from the SPP model, so can an endogenous change in market optimism induce variation in stock market perceptions across all traders. As they approach the phase transition from the random side, stock movements become increasingly synchronised. In the ordered phase all traders are moving in the same direction and the market is surging or crashing.
The Vicsek phase transition is visible in the average velocity of the particles (traders). But empirically we observe the mutual information peak in the equity prices. We would expect this though. In the random phase there are no links between the trades of different equities and their prices are uncorrelated. In the ordered phase their prices changes are rigidly locked, but the entropy in their pricing is now very low. Thus the mutual information must peak somewhere in the intermediate state.
Note that, in this interpretation, the phase transition would begin as the crash or bubble is forming: it is not the bubble or crash itself, but the need for sufficiently wide time windows makes this distinction moot.
The theoretical underpinnings of bifurcations and phase transitions in economics and finance have been around for many years. In the 1970's the mathematical framework of 'catastrophe theory' [81, 58] became a popular field of research as it provided one of the first formalisations of macro-economics that included a notion of both an equilibrium and non-linear state transitions [80] . This formalism provided a parsimonious description of bull and bear markets and market crash dynamics based on bullish bubbles using a small number of macro-economic parameters such as the proportion of chartists (traders who base their strategies on historical prices) and the proportion of fundamentalists (traders who base their strategies on the underlying business).
Such theoretical considerations have played an important role in socio-economic systems, but it was not until the onset of massive databases and high performance computing that it became possible to empirically study the 'microscopic' dynamics of the relationships between equities. Recent work has shown that there is an order parameter in financial markets [53] (section 2). This order parameter measures the the net demand: before a phase transition, net market demand is zero; after the phase transition (when the market is no longer in equilibrium), the net demand either favours buying or selling.
Such hysteresis effects have been the basis of recent work in macro-economic models [78] as well. In this work a control parameter, mean tax rate, is varied in order to move from a low growth to a high growth game-theoretic equilibrium. Interestingly, the model applies to varying the parameter by either the market (free-market model) or a centralised government (socialist model).
Phase Transitions in the Acquisition of Human Expertise
Thomas Kuhn in his famous book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions [41] discussed the idea of paradigm shifts in science or human knowledge, where everything is reorganised. Relativity and quantum mechanics were major paradigm shifts of the twentieth century. Much earlier Copernicus' idea, that planets travel around the sun, rather than everything around the earth, was a dramatic shift in thinking about the solar system.
Such shifts seem to occur in human thinking, where we learn to join the dots in different ways. Yet it is difficult to find ways to measure such changes. Since expertise requires a long time to develop, at least 10,000 hours according to Eriksson [24] , or the acquisition of 50,000 or more "chunks" according to Simon [66] , any measurements on a single individual would have to take place over a long period.
Harré et al. found a solution to this using online data mining. Where decisions are recorded online, they can be analysed in large numbers, providing a quite different way of inferring shifts in human thinking and knowledge organisation. To do this they used the game of Go. This game is extraordinarily simple in structure and rules, but is as demanding for human players as chess. Moreover, the best computer programs do not come close to human experts at the time of writing in early 2012. Figure 6 shows a sample Go board. Black and white stones are placed on the intersections, or points of a 19x19 grid. Black begins anywhere in the board, but typically in one of the corners. Stones do not move. They are removed from the board when they die. Stones require a contact along the grid, either directly, or via other stones of the same kind, with an unoccupied point, or liberty. This simple setup defines one of the oldest and most challenging of all board games.
Such developmental transitions have been implicated in the activation networks used to model human cognition as well as artificial intelligence systems [64] . These models, using activation networks, emphasise the role of network topology in how information is accessed, implying that as topologies of associative networks change via learning there is the possibility of a network-wide phase transition occurring. Since this earlier work, many other theoretical models have argued that cognitive structures undergo significant reorganisation at intermediate stages of development. This has included models for epileptic fits [52] and clustering algorithms used to learn complex data relationships [3] . See also Friston's work on a free energy principle of how the brain works [25] and this issue.
Finding such transitions in cognitive data is more difficult though, although there has been some evidence of non-linear changes through work on the 'inverted-U' effect in novice-skilled-expert comparative studies [57] . This effect is based on the observation that while increasing skill increases the quality of decisions (in medical practitioners, for example), other factors such as the recall of individual case information and the ability to elaborate more extensively on such cases peaks for the 'skilled' subjects but was equally low for both the 'expert' and and the 'novice' groups. Such inverted-U observations have been made in chess [29] , meditation practitioners [11] and emotional responses to art [65] This work implies an intermediate point where cognitive organisation changes significantly, but as many studies only have a small number of skill levels, i.e. three: novice-skilled-expert, dramatic changes in a dependent variable such as depth of search or recall is often difficult to observe.
The use of entropy as an implicator of phase transitions in cognitive studies has also had some success in recent studies. The developmental transition of generalising a mechanical manipulation into a mathematical insight of the underlying logic, an 'a-ha!' moment has recently been reported using entropy and based on notions of self-organising criticality [68] . In this direction, some of the most exciting work has been carried out in transfer entropy [20] applied to self-organising criticality and how it is the entropy that drives massive transitional changes in cognitive structures.
Finally, in a more basic experimental paradigm, Dutilh et al [21] . have used the speed-accuracy trade-off and Catastrophe Theory in simple decision making to postulate that even some of our most primitive decision making processes might implicate phase transition-like behaviour. (See section 4) .
To find phase transitions in the development of expertise we use the same metric, a peak in mutual information. The order parameter is the level of expertise. In Go this is measured in Dan ranks, up to 8 Dan Amateur and 9 Dan professional. Up to 1 Dan Amateur has a separate set of ranks, 26 kyu, with 26 being the weakest and 1 the strongest.
For each rank Harré et al. studied a game tree -every possible move that can happen in a small region (7x7). The moves within the region are taken from actual games, thus they do not have to be sequential: a player may play somewhere else and come back to the region of analysis later.
We need three probability distributions to calculate the mutual information. Firstly there is the joint probability, p(q, m), where q is a position and m is a move made at that position. Then we need the marginal probabilities, p(q) and p(m) of the position and move occurring respectively. For a 7x7 region there are approximately 3 7 possible positions. Some of these will be illegal, but, more importantly, many of them will never occur in actual play. Thus the analysis is tractable. Figure 7 shows the mutual information as a function of rank. The MI peaks at around the transition from amateur to professional, agreeing with other evidence that a radical shift in strategic thinking occurs at this juncture.
Inferring Social Networks with Transfer Entropy
In [10] a detailed data set of 42 million records describing the investment profiles of 1.5 million customers over a 24 month period was analysed with the aim of understanding the social networks among clients. In that study, pairwise (unconditional) mutual information between investment histories-lagged and unlagged-was calculated with the aim of identifying relationships between investment behaviour patterns that could be ascribed to social interaction. Given that lagged mutual information is likely to be a misleading indicator of time-directed information flow (see Section 2.3), the study was recently repeated using transfer entropy [5] . The exercise highlighted several features and difficulties with the practicalities of estimating and significance testing transfer entropy in large datasets. Critically, while a large number of investment history time series were available, they were of short length; in practice only about 20 months' data was generally available per client record. This was largely due to the significant fraction of missing data, necessitating a principled approach to the handling of missing data in statistical estimation. Initially investment histories with more than 4 months' missing data were excluded; all subsequent analysis was performed on a perproduct basis. It was found that (again due largely to the short length of histories) there were many duplicate time series within a product. These are statistically indistinguishable, so only unique time series were analysed, each corresponding to a specific group of customers within the given product. The final number of unique histories was of the order of 500 − 5000 per investment product.
As in the original study, it was deemed that the actual magnitude of monthly investments was not relevant; monthly investment states were thus classified simply into '+' (account credited), '-' (account debited) or '0' (no change). This discretisation of investment states (a practice commonplace in econometric analysis) also makes estimation of transfer entropies less problematic (cf. Section 2.3). The stance taken on remaining missing data was that it should be "conditioned out"; that is, statistics were estimated conditional on all relevant investment states being valid (non-missing). Furthermore, as an attempt to control for common influences on all customers (within the given population of investment histories), transfer entropy was conditioned on a consensus sequence, C t obtained by taking the most prevalent valid state in the population at each time step. Thus conditional transfer entropy was calculated as
where ' * ' denotes missing data. Due again to short history length, only one lag of history was taken into consideration. In sample, (21) was calculated by estimating the requisite probabilities as frequencies.
In order to derive networks of causal information flow, we calculated pairwise transfer entropies conditioned on the appropriate consensus sequence between all pairs of time-series X i , X j in the selected populations. These were then tested for statistical significance (see below) and significant information flows presented as directed graphs, weighted by the actual value of the transfer entropy statistic (Fig. 8) . Note, however, that due to the large number of time series it was not possible to calculate pairwise-conditional statistics [Section 2.3, eq. (7)]. Thus if there is e.g. significant information flow from X i → X j and also from X j → X k then it is likely that the information flow X i → X k will appear as significant too, even if there is no direct information flow from X k to X i ; i.e. the apparent information flow X i → X k is intermediated by X j .
Pairwise information statistics were permutation tested to establish significance, against the null hypothesis of zero information flow. For each statistic, 1000 random permutations of the time series of the causal variable were generated (missing data is held in-place during permutation) to disrupt any possible causal effects. The unpermuted statistic was then tested against the resulting surrogate null distribution to derive a p-value, representing the probability that a value at least as large as the statistic being tested might be obtained by chance under the null hypothesis. A subtlety is that, while the number of (unique) values for a permuted statistic can be quite small-many different permuted sequences will in general give rise to the same sample statistic-some values are very rare, and will frequently not be discovered by any of the 1000 permutations. It is thus possible that a p-value can come out as zero; this is patently unsatisfactory, as it would reject the null hypothesis at any significance level, thus giving rise to Type I errors (false positives). To address this issue, we use the fact that the maximum sample information flow statistic will be obtained when the (lagged) causal sequence is identical to the causee sequence. In general there will be only one possible permutation with this property, which thus occurs with probability h p Imax ≡ n 0 ! n + ! n − ! (n 0 + n + + n − )!
h This will not be precisely the case if e.g. there number of + states and − states in the sequence is the same; in this case the permutation derived by swapping + and − states will yield an additional maximum information sequence. We do not believe this affects significance test results unduly. where n 0 , n + and n − are the number of 0, + and − states respectively in the investment history sequence being tested. The following procedure was implemented to mitigate the effects of spurious zero p-values: if a p-value was empirically calculated to be zero-i.e. the test statistic was larger than all permutation statistics-the resulting p-value was set to p Imax rather than zero. This does not preclude the Worthwhile future work on this study would include comparison of the causal density dynamic complexity measure (Section 2.3) between investor networks; however, this presents a technical challenge with regard to the difficulties mentioned above in obtaining true pairwise-conditional transfer entropies.
Conclusions
Mutual information is a useful indicator of phase transitions. It peaks in the same region as other indicators, such as the magnetic transition in the Vicsek model. We have shown that the calculation of mutual information is fraught with difficulty, but it can be used with care to find phase transitions in socio-economic and cognitive systems.
Transfer entropy is closely related to mutual information and is a powerful new technique. It can be used to infer causal information flows within complex systems [43] and holds out the possibility of being able to predict phase transitions. Of particular interest for future study would be to investigate the behaviour of the information-theoretic dynamical complexity measures described in Section 2.3 with regard to phase transitions. 
